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CPRE meetings are normally:
CPRE North East
Quarterly
CPRE Durham
Bi-monthly
CPRE Northumberland
Approximately every 6 weeks
CPRE Darlington (part of CPRE Durham)
Monthly
The routine, in person, meetings have been
suspended due to the coronavirus situation.

They are currently being held as “Email
Meetings”, or online video is being
investigated, so please ask the relevant
contact for details.

With a local CPRE in every county, we work
with communities, businesses and
government to find positive and lasting ways
to help the countryside thrive - today and for
generations to come.

What we do
We connect people with the countryside so
that everyone can benefit from and value it.
We promote rural life to ensure the
countryside and its communities can thrive.
We empower communities to improve and
protect their local environment.
Through all our work we look at the role of
our countryside in tackling the climate
emergency, including seeking ways to
increase resilience and reduce impact.

Abbreviations
AONB

Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty

CPRE

Previously known as Campaign to
Protect Rural England

EiP

Examination in Public

NECTAR

North of England Combined
Activists’ Round Table

NEEFM

North East England Farmer’s
Markets

SWOT

Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats
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Newsletter by email
Would you rather receive this Newsletter by
email? If yes, please email:
cpre.northeast@yahoo.co.uk and ask to be
placed on the email list. You can ask to be
removed from the list at any time.

Disclaimer: The views expressed within this
newsletter are those of the authors.
Photo credits: front cover, p8 William
Wordsworth, p9, Shutterstock; p6 Adlestrop
Station, Ben Brooksbank/wikimedia Creative
Commons; p6 & 7 of quiz night, CPRE
Northumberland; p7 Malvern Hills, David
Martyn Hunt/flickr Creative Commons; p8
Stonehenge, Jeffrey Pfau/wikimedia Creative
Commons; p11 & back cover, Annie Lloyd; and
p12 Edward Dungait.
7th May 20
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CPRE and Covid-19
Richard Cowen, Chair, CPRE North East
Gillan Gibson, Vice Chair, CPRE North East

and everyone at CPRE
We appreciate that this spring edition of the
CPRE Newsletter arrives at an incredibly
difficult and challenging time for you. For all
of us.
The Covid-19 virus has changed the
way we live our lives in recent weeks and is
set to do so for months to come.
Many of our members, being elderly,
are in the most ‘at risk’ categories and we
urge everyone to follow Government and
medical advice aimed at tackling the threat
to our welfare and conquering this public
health threat as effectively as possible.
Please stay safe at this critical time and try to
look after your mental and physical health, as
well as that of friends and family in the
difficult times ahead.
Ironically, given the lockdown
restrictions, this is a time of year when most
of us would have been flocking to the
countryside to enjoy all the beauties and
sights that this season of rebirth offers.
And if the saying: ‘you don’t know
what you miss ‘till it’s gone’ applies here,
then it’s fair to say that none of us will ever
take for granted something as simple as a
long walk in the countryside again.
Nature and the wider world may be
enjoying its own ‘holiday’ from human
activity though - enjoying a respite from the
relentless encroachments of modern-day
industrial activity. Surveys have shown the
world’s air is measurably cleaner and safer
since the shutdown of so much of its major
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polluters. The closing down of the
countryside and the ceasing of activity within
it will allow a recovery of nature for when we
all return.
Of course, this is scant consolation if
you or anyone you know has suffered from
the virus or if you are struggling
economically. But it does offer the prospect
that once this is over, minds may be more
focused on priorities that bring lasting
change and benefit environmentally.
There may well be a recalculation on
the importance of the countryside to mental
as well as physical health, reflection on
consumer and travel habits, an enhanced
sense of our social and environmental
responsibilities. We might adopt greener,
cleaner policies and find new ways of
working to reduce our carbon footprints and
appreciate even more the tremendous
natural capital that many organisations and
bodies have so often undervalued. These
hopes may be misplaced but it is after all
spring - a time for hope and optimism and
renewal.
The current lockdown has had its
effect on CPRE just as much as it has had on
all charities. As a matter of course, we have
had to cancel all scheduled monthly and
quarterly physical meetings of CPRE Durham,
CPRE Northumberland, CPRE Darlington and
CPRE North East. We are going to explore
holding them as “email meetings”. But be
assured that our work continues remotely
through the magic of the internet and we
remain committed to protecting and
preserving the integrity of the North East’s
countryside, which we all appreciate perhaps
now more than ever.

Staying at home:
some tips
Working from home
WITH many people now working from home
for the foreseeable future, CPRE is offering a
few tips on how to keep mind and body
healthy during a time of isolation and social
distancing. It can be a big adjustment if you
are used to being in an office with other
people.
We suggest you:
• Adhere to your usual start and finish
times as much as possible. If your
circumstances require more flexibility,
for example, if you have young children,
then discuss this with your line manager
to come to an arrangement.
• Take regular breaks from your
workstation and carry out a display
screen assessment for your new work
station.
• Try to differentiate between your
working hours and your free time to help
you to switch off once your working day
is over. For example, try to keep your
work area separate from the rest of your
home and change into different clothes
during your working hours.
• To help avoid isolation, keep in regular
contact with your manager, team and
other colleagues and use the phone
rather than emails. You could arrange a
regular ‘virtual tea break’.

For Everyone
There are some great mental health
resources available online from the BBC
website and Mind. Look out for signs of
stress in yourself and colleagues and raise
concerns with your manager.
It’s important to keep yourself
physically active. In line with government
current guidelines, at the time of writing, you
can take a daily walk, run or cycle ride. If you
can’t get outside you could use an online
exercise routine such as Joe Wicks’ channel,
The Body Coach TV which has workouts for
all ages.
Making the most of the green spaces
in your local area and taking time to
appreciate nature can help you keep a
positive mood. Though do ensure you
practice social distancing.
If you are not able to go out and do
not have a garden or outside private space
there can still be benefits in looking at
pictures of the natural world, watching
nature programmes, listening to recordings
of birdsong and other natural sounds (eg on
Spotify) and viewing other virtual
countryside resources. The national CPRE
website currently has a number of videos of
the sounds of birds and the countryside on
its Home page if you scroll down
https://www.cpre.org.uk/
Do you have any websites you can suggest?
It would be good to feature them in the next
issue of the NEwsletter, so let your Editor
know.

www.facebook.com/
cprenortheastregion/
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‘Yes, I remember Adlestrop…’

was keen but good-natured and an
accompanying raffle of donated prizes was
very well supported.

© Ben Brooksbank/wikimedia Creative Commons

By Colin Adsley

Adlestrop Station

‘Yes, I remember Adlestrop…’
This is the first line of Edward Thomas’s
poignant poem, Adlestrop, in which he
recalled a brief experience of stopping at a
country railway station in the middle of the
Cotswolds where the willow-herb and
meadow-sweet lining the platform, and a
blackbird singing on a June day, fixed the
experience in his memory.
Within a few years Thomas was in the
trenches of Flanders, and recalling the
experience when he met a soldier from the
village. By this time those memories of an
English rural idyll belonged to a world out of
reach to him - but all the more precious for
it.
Thomas loved the beauty of the
countryside, as his poetry and prose writings
show. Had he survived the Great War he
would, we can be sure, have been a firm
supporter of CPRE when founded in 1926.
But now to the real subject of this article. I
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was reminded of Thomas’s poem when it
featured as one of the questions in a Pub
Quiz devised and presented by a CPRE
Northumberland member, the actor Stephen
Tomlin, at the County Hotel, Hexham in
February. Stephen is well qualified to act as a
quiz-master having won the title of
Mastermind Champion of Great Britain in
1991. His idea for this event was
enthusiastically embraced by the Group as a
way of spreading the word about our
activities, raising the profile of CPRE and with
any luck attracting some new members. We
publicised it throughout the Tyne Valley and
beyond and were delighted to draw a full
house of 40 to the event.

Quiz night |© CPRE Northumberland

We were even more pleased at the warm
and lively atmosphere created by Stephen’s
expert presentation and the enthusiasm of
the Quiz-goers on the night. The competition

Malvern Hills |© David Martyn Hunt/flickr Creative Commons

Quiz night raffle |© CPRE Northumberland

The bonus for all of us lay in the theme of the
questions, a subject we all hold dear England and its countryside. As the quiz
proceeded, the questions touched on a range
of topics each testing our powers of memory,
but also stirring feelings and gradually
building a rich tapestry of recollections dear
to any lover of the English country scene.
Shakespeare’s lines, put into the
mouth of John of Gaunt in Richard II, ‘This
other Eden, demi paradise…this earth, this
realm, this England’ stirs national pride in
many of us. The Quantocks, delightful hill
country in Somerset, was where Wordsworth
famously stayed in 1798 - and wrote his lines
on ’Tintern Abbey’ expressing his belief in the
spiritual value of the countryside (an early
manifesto of CPRE’s views).
Our tender feelings for hapless road
kill were stirred by a question on which
species is to be given a new warning sign by
the Department of Transport - hedgehogs, as
it turns out.

We were reminded of the beauty of the
Malvern Hills (and of the music of Edward
Elgar) by a question on the Three Choirs
Festival.
Another on wassailing recalled the
ancient country custom of blessing apple
trees on Twelfth Night to ensure a good crop
in the coming season.
Where can we find the most land
locked point in England? In the village of
Coton in the Elms in Derbyshire it seems (70
miles from the sea).
At which ancient place (now a World
Heritage Site) did Hardy set the dramatic
arrest for murder of his ill-starred heroine
Tess Durbeyfield? Stonehenge. (She lay
asleep on the central altar stone, the
sacrificial victim of a malevolent Fate, as the
police detectives closed in).
(cont.)

@CPRENorthEast
twitter
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‘Yes, I remember Adlestrop…’

In its Wiltshire setting, Stonehenge is
a classic example of something our
countryside does wonderfully well in so
many places – Northumberland being one of
them. It brings together, in one and the
same place, heritage features from past

worlds and landscapes of heart-stopping
beauty in ways that powerfully grip our
imaginations and take us utterly out of
ourselves.
Our Quiz night did this too in its own
way, giving us all a welcome spell of warm,
sociable entertainment on a chill winter’s
evening. It also flagged up CPRE’s presence as
the charity that champions rural life, made us
over £160 profit on the night - and reminded
us all, question by question, of just why we
care so much about the English countryside.
Our grateful thanks go to Stephen Tomlin for
his gift of this highly successful event. We are
already looking forward to another.

William Wordsworth
Spiritual forerunner of CPRE?

© Shutterstock

Stonehenge |© Jeffrey Pfau/wikimedia Creative Commons

(cont)

By Colin Adsley
At a time when William Wordsworth's inspirational
daffodils are making their annual spring-time return to the banks of
Ullswater, CPRE Northumberland Chair Colin Adsley shares his thoughts
on the Lakeside poet who did so much to arouse a love for the English
countryside and who, this year, celebrates a landmark anniversary.
250 years ago this month, William
Wordsworth was born in Cockermouth,
Cumbria, which makes it a good time to
reflect on the legacy of ideas about our
relationship with the English countryside
which he left to us through his writings.
Many of his poems reflect the
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pleasure he took in the natural world - in his
younger days, while skating or picking
hazelnuts, with an intense physical
exuberance he later described as ‘glad animal
movements’. Then, as a teenager, the
sweeping landscapes of the Lakeland fells
caught him in their spell and he describes

how ‘the sounding
cataract haunted
me like a passion’.
But in his
mid-twenties,
time spent
walking through
England, with long
stays in the
quieter
landscapes of the
west country,
gave him time to
reflect on his
experiences and
led him to see
nature as a
powerful influence
for good in his life, ‘the anchor of my purest
thoughts… and soul of all my moral being’.
He poured a lot of his thinking at this
time into the poem ‘Lines written above
Tintern Abbey’ when after five years he
revisited the wooded banks of the Wye
valley. His descriptions of sight and sound
offer some delightful touches. ‘Again I hear
these waters rolling from their mountain
springs with a sweet inland murmur’.
Hedgerows are, like misbehaving children,
‘hardly hedgerows, little lines of sportive
wood run wild’.
Reflecting on how his feelings have
developed since his first visit, he realises how
his memories of the scene had never left him
but stayed at the back of his mind to provide
solace in times of stress. ‘But oft, in lonely
rooms, and mid the din of towns and cities, I
have owed to them, in hours of weariness
sensations sweet... passing even into my
purer mind with tranquil restoration.’
For Wordsworth, like CPRE members
today, tranquillity was a key part of the
country experience. He linked it to ‘feelings
too of unremembered pleasure… as may

Tintern Abbey | © Shutterstock

have had no trivial influence on that best
portion of a good man’s life, his little,
nameless unremembered acts of kindness
and of love’. Now there’s another key
argument we in CPRE are not ashamed to
bang on about, the sheer influence for the
good that time spent in the countryside can
bring to all our lives.
And speaking across the centuries to
those wearied by empty materialism and the
mean-minded excesses of social media, he
goes on to lay out his belief ‘that nature
never did betray the heart that loved her, for
she can so inform the mind that is within us,
so impress with quietness and beauty, that
neither evil tongues, nor greetings where no
kindness is… nor all the dreary intercourse of
daily life shall e’er prevail against us, or
disturb our cheerful faith that all which we
behold is full of blessings.’
As our world staggers under the
advance of the Covid-19 pandemic,
Wordsworth’s vision is all the more relevant,
and our countryside all the more precious as
a safe haven from the ills that lurk about us.
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22 ideas that saved the English Countryside
edited by Peter Waine and Oliver Hilliam, CPRE.
Book review by Annie Lloyd

This wonderful and richly photographic
‘coffee table’ book, commissioned by CPRE,
covers 22 of the key campaigns in recent
British landscape conservation. With each
idea forming a separate chapter, this clear
and accessible guide traces the development
of some of these (originally quite radical)
initiatives, most of which are now familiar
household phrases like ‘Cut the Clutter’ and
‘Right to Roam’. Collectively, these 22 ideas
have sought to throw a protective cloak
around our land and heritage over the last
century, many forming the backbone of CPRE
campaigns.
CPRE members may well have seen a
copy, or even own a copy of this lovely book.
But what they might not be aware of is that
seven chapters reference a member of the
Trevelyan family of Wallington,
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Northumberland, as key figures. Many of you
will have perhaps visited Wallington without
realising the influence wielded by the family
during the early years of the conservation,
access and heritage movement in Britain.
The historian George Macauley
Trevelyan features prominently, with almost
a dozen detailed references in the index. As
well as being arguably the foremost historian
and writer of the 20th century, George was
the brother of the last owner of Wallington,
Charles Phillips Trevelyan. Idea #11 The
Sense Sublime cites G.M. Trevelyan’s 1931
lecture (which caused him later
embarrassment due to its emotional tone) on
natural beauty, in which he claims natural
beauty to be “the highest common
denominator in the spiritual life of today”.
Idea#17 The Right to Roam describes
how G.M. Trevelyan used CPRE’s 1930
conference to exhort town dwellers and
young people to go out into the country and
use it ‘properly’, by which he meant walking
and camping.
But Idea#10: National Parks really
expands upon the Trevelyan influence more
generally, beginning with C.P. Trevelyan’s
sustained efforts in the 1920s to bring
workers’ lack of access to countryside to the
attention of Parliament. Even before the
1932 Mass Trespass, CPRE had strongly
encouraged the new Prime Minister Ramsay
MacDonald to look into setting up National
Parks. MacDonald responded swiftly and
positively, looking into the feasibility of the

project. A group was set up which was to be
the forerunner to Friends of the Lake District
(or CPRE Cumbria) under the guidance of
Patrick Abercrombie and one John Dower, a
young architect who had just married into
the Trevelyan family. G.M. Trevelyan, John
Dower and his wife Pauline drove the idea
forward through numerous tribulations, not
least of which was World War II. George laid
out the financial way forward, arguing that
National Parks were essentially an extension
to the idea of a National Health scheme, in
getting urban workers outdoors in their
newfound leisure time. Although John

Dower’s 1945 report paved the way for the
1949 National Parks Act, he sadly did not live
to see this eventual outcome.
And although Pauline Dower is given
her due in this narrative, Mary Trevelyan is
mentioned only as a wife, mother and sisterin-law to the real players. Which is a rather
unforgiveable omission, given that she was a
founder member of CPRE (representing the
Womens’ Institutes (WI) initially at least),
playing a pivotal and visionary role in its early
objectives. I think I can feel a letter to the
editors coming on ….

Wallington Hall |© Annie Lloyd

Peter Waine and Oliver Hilliam
“22 ideas that saved the English countryside”
Francis Lincoln. 2016. ISBN:978-0-7112-3689-9
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He nevertheless appreciates the
contribution CPRE makes to the study of
farming via its range of reports and surveys,
and is open to dialogue with us as new issues
arise. The farming community lies at the

Edward Dungait: Young farmer of
Northumberland
by Colin Adsley
Edward lives and works on the family farm
just north of Stannington. He is an arable
farmer, growing wheat, barley, oil-seed rape
and beans among other cash crops,
constantly juggling issues like soil quality and
improvement, seed strains, weather
conditions and the need to maximise yields
to make a worthwhile profit. The farm is also
looking to diversify, adapting a traditional
wooden barn as an atmospheric venue for
wedding receptions.
In this respect he is little different
from farmers up and down the country –
indeed, all over the world. But what makes
him special is the time he gives to supporting
the professional and social life of his fellow
young farmers. He has been Chairman and
Secretary of his local club, Tritlington Young
Farmers, for many years (one of ten in
Northumberland). It involves a lot of work,
which he willingly gives his energies to,
explaining, ‘The more you put in, the more
you get out of it’.
He sees his role as advising and
encouraging others (in a business that grows
harder every year), and in running a wide
range of sporting and social activities, with a
football team, a drama group (he is
particularly proud of their annual
pantomime), social events, talks, and
competitions in the various country skills we
see on display in summer agricultural shows.
Recently, Edward has been given an
opportunity to extend his range of
involvement countrywide by his
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heart of rural life, and CPRE would do well to
listen when thoughtful and public-spirited
farmers like Edward speak on the subject
they are the experts in.

CPRE Northumberland Round-up

| Edward Dungait

appointment as Vice-Chair of the National
Association of Young Farmers’ Clubs. Pressed
on how he hopes to meet the challenges of
the role, he picked out enthusiasm and a
positive outlook as essential qualities, a drive
towards unity and cooperation as needful in
the face of conflicting views on the future of
the organisation, and finally an emphasis on
sociability and community spirit to hold it all
together.
Young farmers like Edward are key
figures that CPRE needs to work with in
pursuit of its aim to ‘promote rural life’. On
our emphasis, for instance, on sustainable
farming, with its concern for the protection
of soil quality by organic improvement, he
explained that while aiming for this, it is
much harder to achieve it in the north of
England than, say near the south coast. While
the turn-around time between harvesting a
summer crop and autumn sowing in Sussex
may be three months (allowing plenty of
time for muck-spreading and other
treatments) in Northumberland it is often
just weeks, with shorter days to work in.

In December, a fine effort by our Secretary
Annie Lloyd produced a re-styled display
panel with eye-catching hand-made extra
features. It is already adding appeal to our
presence at events. She also contributed
information to the Transport Deserts case
study by national CPRE.
While the Northumberland Local Plan
Examination in Public (EiP) moved towards
phase two in the New Year, County Planners
issued a list of Major Modifications to the
Development and Allocations Plan. We are
pleased to report that we found nothing to
take issue with, as the forecast of housing
need and the areas marked to fulfil it remain
within the limits set out in the Draft Local
Plan.
Our first event of 2020, a ‘Winter
Social’ at the Ridley Arms, Stannington, took
the form of a brain-storming session on ways
of attracting more members and volunteers.
Our North East Press Officer, Graeme
Anderson, took a leading role, followed up
by a fulsome summary. After a SWOT
analysis (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats) we looked at the
prospects of attracting new members using
our new display panel at selected events
during the year. To attract volunteers, we
felt the role of national CPRE appointees like
Cassa Townsend was vital, and special
funding should be sought to support us in

attendance at a range of events, with ongoing publicity and a selection of CPRE
merchandise for sale or distribution (items
like keyrings).
February the 6th brought a ‘needle’
session at the Northumberland Examination
in Public (EiP), in which the Northumberland
and Newcastle Society (supported by us)
presented our case against the extensive
areas of the county (including many fine
landscapes) deemed ‘potentially suitable’ for
wind turbines up to 130 feet. We felt that
the Inspector took sympathetic note of our
arguments, and are hopeful there will be
changes to the policy.
This was followed that evening by a
Group meeting which continued the
discussion on ways of ‘growing our capacity’,
and drew up a programme of events,
including a Pub Quiz and two talks.
The Pub Quiz at Hexham proved to be
highly successful in a number of ways, not
the least in bringing us a handsome profit on
the night (a full account appears in this
NEwsletter).
We were pleased when volunteer Jeff
Wild (who has been active in setting up joint
walks with the National Park) offered to take
on the job of Treasurer, allowing Les
Ashworth to retire from the post after many
years of selfless service.
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CPRE Northumberland Round-up
The Northumberland Coast AONB
Partnership (Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty) has recently published for
consultation its Draft Management Plan for
the next five years. It was a pleasure to read
about the thoughtful provision planned for
this beautiful area, and especially to see
CPRE’s championing of the special qualities
of tranquillity and dark skies given a special
mention. We warmly support the Plan and
the many good things that result from the
Partnership’s enlightened policies.
At the end of February, an event
organised by Alnwick Friends of the Earth
(FoE) to highlight environmental concerns
was attended by Monica Mayassi, our Events

(cont.)

Support officer, and Annie (with display
panel). It was well attended and we were
able to promote our campaigns and policy
solutions to a wide range of contacts,
including a potential volunteer.
Planning applications: Since the last
NEwsletter, we have scrutinised over 60
planning applications, with objections lodged
for eight of them, including:
Longframlington, 47 units; Horsley, 16 units;
‘Kingston village’, Newcastle, 900 units;
Stamfordham, development in Green Belt;
Catton, 10 extra camping pods; Backworth,
32 units; Doddington, back-fill house;
Stamford, seven holiday lodges; and Chatton,
four units in green space in centre of village.

CPRE Durham Round-up
CPRE Durham has objected to an application
by Gleeson to build 12 houses on land at
Middlestone Moor, Spennymoor because
the land is specifically earmarked for
landscaping improvements.
A letter of objection has been sent to
Durham County Council over an application
for a mining extension from Banks at the
controversial Bradley opencast mine,
Derwentside. CPRE believes opencast sites
should not be developed piecemeal - a view
which corresponds with Government policy.
CPRE Durham has objected to the
removal of conditions from lodges at
Evergreen Park in Crimdon which prevent
permanent residency. A letter of concern
has been submitted over plans to build 24
houses in Hallfield Drive, Easington, and a
letter of concern has also been submitted
over plans for 32 self-build plots at the
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former Little Thorpe Maternity Hospital in
Easington.
An appeal seeking to build
apartments on the site of the former Waters
Edge pub, Trow Lea, South Shields, to which
CPRE objected has been dismissed.
An application to build 64 houses at
South Bents Avenue in Seaburn has been
deferred after Northumbrian Water found
their maps of the sewers were inaccurate
and the builders were forced to overhaul
their sewerage and drainage plans for the
site.
A letter of concern was sent regarding
a barn conversion at Barney Fields,
Marwood in Teesdale. Whilst many barn
conversions are permitted development if
certain conditions are met, there is a growing
concern at the number of conversions and
the loss of roosting sites, especially for owls.

A letter of concern has also been sent
over plans for 467 houses off High West
Road, Crook plus a letter of objection to an
application to build 25 houses at Hunwick in
the Wear Valley.
With regard to Sunderland’s Core
Strategy Development Plan, the Inspector’s
final report has been published and the Plan
has been adopted. The Inspector’s final
report is on the Examination in Public (EiP)
website, https://www.sunderland.gov.uk/
CSDPEIP. The report will be scrutinised
closely as there may be implications for other
areas, eg Darlington, re the housing figures
and County Durham Plan campaigners, re the
Green Belt.

Darlington
Concern continues over the Darlington
Borough Local Plan 2016-36 on many fronts.
It was thought the next stage of the Plan
would have been out for consultation early in
the new year, but all Local Plans are now on
hold with the coronavirus situation. A
version of the Plan was taken to committee
in preparation for the next stage, but it was
noted that meeting papers did not consist of

*****STOP PRESS*****

a consolidated document and that no
consultation dates were given.
So far whenever CPRE Durham, of which
CPRE Darlington is a part, had been involved
with councils carrying out this stage of taking
a document to committee, they had always
produced a finished document and given the
specific dates of the proposed consultation.
On the subject of garden villages,
CPRE Darlington has lodged Freedom of
Information requests with Darlington
Borough Council.
In terms of the proposed
Skerningham Garden Village, the Barmpton
and Skerningham Preservation Group
continue to be concerned and monitor the
situation. Springfield Park is, likewise, a
situation which continues to be monitored.
The group has also objected to the
proposed building of two four-bedroom
houses plus one three-bed agricultural
workers' house on land opposite Stony Lea
and Aragon in Little Stainton. The area is
outside the development boundaries and the
borough already has a five-year housing
supply.

Local food producers responding to the lockdown

Obviously, with the coronavirus lockdown,
all the farmers markets in the region are
suspended so far as we are aware (although
some weekly markets are operating with
food stalls only with strict movement control
– much like supermarkets.
However many local food producers
are newly offering on-line ordering and
deliveries: some individually, some through
farm shops – and some are banding
together. Notable amongst the last group is
a “Food Hub” and this “Local Food Heroes”
initiative starting on Tyneside and spreading
out across the North East

https://www.fadne.org/
So – if you can go online, do check
out the Facebook pages of your favourite
farmers market producers and farm shops –
or Google for new websites. You may be
surprised at what you find! (And they’ll
respond quicker and more positively than the
supermarkets!). For farmers’ markets in
general check out the North East England
Farmers’ Markets (NEEFM) website at
https://neefm.co.uk/
And when this is all over CPRE will
aim to bring details of all the farmers
markets across the region.
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Transport Deserts report launched
Cynthia Games reports on the launch
THE North East was one of two regions selected by national CPRE to illustrate the
existence of ‘Transport Deserts’ in various parts of the country. The other area
highlighted was the South West, with much of the focus of the case studies being on the
decline of rural bus networks.
On 12 February 2020, it was my privilege to
attend the Campaign to Protect Rural
England’s House of Commons launch of their
report on Transport Deserts. This is a report
which CPRE recently commissioned from The
Campaign for Better Transport.
The Transport Deserts report assesses
the provision of effective public transport
(rail, bus, etc) in small, rural towns in the
North East and South West of England. The
report introduces the concept of a transport
desert, defined as “a town which is
inappropriately served by transport in a way
that it is likely to limit choices and
opportunities for the people who live there”.
It also identifies Transport Oases (areas with
relatively effective public transport
connections) and areas at risk of becoming
transport deserts unless action is taken. The
purpose of the report is to detail the public
policy changes needed to enable people
living in rural areas to travel by public
transport (and by extension travel actively)
to their destinations.
Context
Firstly, it is worth placing this report into
context. Rural and semi-rural life has
changed drastically in a lifetime. Fifty-plus
years ago, there was a wider rail network,

public transport and cycling were the main
modes of travel to work, and life was more
locally focused. People mostly worked,
studied and socialised within their
neighbourhood environs. Doctors, nurses
and essential services visited or delivered to
the doorstep (e.g. the mobile library, the
bread van etc). Municipal bus and tram
companies covered the travel to work areas,
linking established settlements.
These days, the picture is very
different. Recognised travel-to-work areas
are usually within an hour’s drive of home
locations. Our friends are often workmates
from a wider geographical area, rather than
the people next door. Primary schools are
bigger and better appointed but catchment
areas are much wider and parental choice
may mean travelling greater distances to
“better” schools. We shop at distant retail
parks. GPs no longer visit except in dire
emergencies. Deregulation and privatisation
mean that buses run to profitable routes or
have to be covered by dwindling local
authority subsidies. Single occupancy
vehicles seem to be the preferred mode of
travel-to-everything. Last year, the National
Federation of Womens’ Institutes considered
seven resolutions from local branches about

Full Report: www.cpre.org.uk/resources/transport-deserts-report/
CPRE Summary report: www.cpre.org.uk/resources/transport-deserts-report-a-summary/
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bus service issues. The dream escape to the
countryside has become a trap, unless you
have a car. A bus pass without a bus is
useless.
Methodology
Most of the research was desk-based, with a
single focus group held in each of the regions
studied. As a longstanding NECTAR (North
East Combined Transport Activists
Roundtable) member and Living Streets
coordinator, I attended and contributed to
the North East focus group.
The research used a points
methodology to rate transport access in rural
towns of 5,000-12,000 residents and 12,00030,000 residents respectively. For example,
a town with six or more bus services per hour
scored 4 points. If a town had services
running less frequently than hourly (e.g. once
every two hours) it scored zero points. Areas
with higher scores have more transport
options and/or more services per hour (rated
separately for peak and off-peak times). 111
settlements in the South West and 51 North
East settlements were scored (see the
Appendix to the main report for these towns
and their scores).
Those of us who live in or near such
rural areas will be unsurprised at the
findings. What is maybe more surprising, is
that it has taken people so long to research
this issue. What is heartening, is that this
also appears to be the springboard for
further work.
I have summarised some of the things I took
away from the launch below.
I suggest that you read the conclusions to
both the Transport Deserts report and the
CPRE Summary Report, as some of the
additional information in the Summary is not

included in the main report. The Summary
gives CPRE’s priorities for improving rural
public transport in the round, whereas the
recommendations in full report reflect
Campaign for Better Transport’s ‘Save our
Buses Campaign’ and ‘future of rail’ approach
by transport mode (as a result the funding
recommendations here are different). If you
only want to know general information, read
this document and the Summary Report. If
you work in the North East, South West or
have an interest in the wider national
implications, read both reports.
Findings
• Across the north east and south west of
England, 56% of small towns have become
transport deserts or are at risk of
becoming one.
• Approximately 200,000 people living in
small towns in these areas have access to
just one commuter bus per hour at peak
times for their whole community.
• Two-thirds of small towns across the north
east and south west of England have no
train station connecting them to the
national rail network.
The reliance on private driving to travel in the
countryside is seriously bad news for the
planet. Transport now causes more carbon
dioxide pollution than any other sector,
accounting for 33% of all carbon emissions.
Better rural public transport is the best way
to keep cars off the road and carbon out of
the atmosphere. More public transport in
rural areas also has a huge role to play in
reducing the microplastics entering England’s
waterways, since tyre tread abrasion from
traffic across the country produces
approximately 68,000 tonnes of microplastic
pollution every year.
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Transport Deserts report launched (cont)
CPRE recommendations (in summary report)
1. A national bus strategy that sets out a
clear and ambitious target for the
proportion of people living within walking
distance of a regularly served bus stop, as
well as addressing flaws in existing policies
such as the inadequate concessionary fare
reimbursement rates that currently
undermine rural services.
2. The introduction of a new Rural
Transport Fund set up in the following way:
2.1. A guaranteed multi-year investment in
rural transport specifically allocated to
local authorities to spend on supporting
public transport provision for rural
communities that currently need better
connections.
2.2. Allocated on the basis of the proportion
of a local authorities’ population living in
rural areas and small hub towns.
2.3. Available for both revenue and capital
spending so that the money can either be
used for investing in local infrastructure or
subsidising new or expanded services such
as bus routes.
2.4. Not linked to one specific mode of
transport provision so that local
authorities are able to choose solutions
that work best for their communities and
trial innovative models such as demand
responsive transport, and mobility as a
service.
3. An ambitious national programme of rail
re-openings funded by national
government, restoring branch passenger
services to small towns in rural areas.
Regional note:
A rural location does not have to mean
transport isolation – it's about decisions and
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investment. At the moment, rural North East
bus networks are relatively effective, but far
from as effective as urban areas and cities.
However, living in a rural area means longer
waits between services and, often, much
longer bus journeys than experienced by
urban residents. The reports identify the risk
of further reductions of services to places like
Whickham (a Gateshead settlement). If
further cuts were to be made in funding
these services, or if private bus companies
decided to reduce the more competitive
provision. Therefore, it is time to consider
how rural public transport can be supported
to prevent further transport inequalities from
occurring and ensure that active and
sustainable travel is not restricted to urban
dwellers.
Transport deserts = transport opportunities
Overall, the MP attendees at the launch gave
the report a positive reception. Coming a
day after the Department for Transport’s
11th February announcement about new
funding for bus services and cycling, the
report appears to be timely. Unfortunately,
the then Minister (George Freeman, MP) was
reshuffled next day, but CPRE and NECTAR
hope to engage with his successor in
developing solutions to the issues raised.
The positive reception of the
Transport Deserts report at the House of
Commons suggests that the report has
opened up opportunities for change in
addition to highlighting the current
problems. Let us hope that there is both
Parliamentary will and budget to resolve
some of these issues soon.
Cynthia Games

CPRE success: brownfield land
CPRE’s constant work in highlighting the
need to develop on brownfield land first has
been rewarded with the good news that the
Government is now moving in that direction.
In a new announcement around planning
and housing, the housing secretary has laid
out intentions to make better use of
brownfield land – land that’s been developed
before and is now wasted space.
And a Government White Paper, due
out in the Spring, should be a crucial first
step towards implementing a brownfield-first
approach to development.
For several years now, CPRE has been
working with the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government to call
for badly needed new homes to be built on
suitable brownfield areas.
Our research has shown that there’s
space for a million more homes on
brownfield sites, and that two-thirds of this
land is ready to be developed right now.
An approach to development that
focuses on brownfield first would help to
deliver homes where people really need
them: closer to services, workplaces, public
transport and shops.
This would help us to protect and
enhance the green spaces that are crucial for
tackling the climate emergency, and for
giving us the ‘countryside next door’ that’s so
essential for our wellbeing.
Government planning policies are a
vital part of this. When done well, they can
play a huge role in rejuvenating our high
streets, towns and cities, and help make for
liveable places that communities feel proud
to call home.

CPRE is proud to have led the way in
arguing that brownfield sites can hold the
key to the housing crisis and reduce the
pressure on the countryside. And we’re
delighted that CPRE’s campaigning has been
heard, and that we can play a part in helping
deliver homes where they’re most needed to
maintain and revitalise communities.
Among the measures being looked at
is the Government officially backing
brownfield - encouraging greater building in
urban areas. It will introduce new tools to
support communities to densify and make
the best use of their underutilised brownfield
land. These will include:
• Investing £400m to use brownfield land
productively
• Launching a national brownfield map
• Reviewing Local Housing Need and
introducing a new approach which
encourages greater building within and
near to urban areas
• Introducing new rules to encourage
building upwards, increasing density in
line with local character and make the
most of local infrastructure – they would
introduce new permitted development
rights for building upwards on existing
building,
• Consulting on the detail of a new
permitted development right to allow
vacant commercial buildings, industrial
buildings and residential blocks to be
demolished and replaced with welldesigned new residential units which meet
natural light standards.
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